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From the  President’s Desk: 
 
Happy Navratri and Vijayadasami greetings to all our 
ATMGUSA members!!  

 
It has been a tough year to all of 
us and each and every one of us 
have been a warrior in this fight 
against Covid. 
 
Navratri, the festival of nine 
days and nine nights, comes as a 
resurrecting event to 
kindle our spirits and imbibe 
new confidence in us. May this 
festival lead us from  
ignorance to wisdom and from 
darkness to light. 
 
There is something magical about this festival as it transforms the 
ordinary into the  extraordinary, darkness into light and agony 
into ecstasy. 
 
We are proud to launch our magazine “Telugu Velugulu“ recently 
in Chicago at AAPI mini convention. I thank every one of you for 
your achievements and contributions to the “Telugu Velugulu” 
Magazine. I am especially thankful to Drs. B K Kishore and 
Suresh Reddy for their effort to  release the  souvenir at the event 
in  Chicago 
 
During this festive season, ATMGUSA is requesting members to 
sponsor a page in the magazine and send your professional 
achievements in organized medicine and other contributions and 
accomplishments to be included in the updated edition of the   
souvenir. 
 
Thank you and Best wishes,  
 
Sushma Nakka, MD  
President, ATMGUSA 

www.atmgusa.org 
 

Fall/2020 

http://www.atmgusa.org


Telugu Velugulu                  
was released at AAPI        
Chicago Mini Convention 
on September 27th 2020. 

Click the links or scan QR 
code to view. 

 

 

The brightest of Telugu Velugulu: Dr. Yellapragada Subbarow: A great 
scientist, who did not receive the Nobel Prize. 
He was quick to share successes with colleagues and was known for his acts of gener-
osity. Dr. Subbarow said, “Victories of science are rarely won single handedly. No 
one man should get the (entire) credit.”  
re: https://www.marinemedicalsociety.in/temp/JMarMedSoc202141-4845469_132734.pdf 
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https://anyflip.com/jans/jids/
https://anyflip.com/jans/jids/


 

Thank you note from Past President of ATMGUSA 

ATMGUSA was started by some 
very astute leaders several years 
ago, who had prescience and  
vision and it has been one of my 
most distinct honor to serve this 
prestigious organization.  
 
They formed the  organization to 
undertake impactful public 
health initiatives, share 
knowledge and forge a powerful network of likeminded 
 physicians of Telugu origin. Their efforts have  borne fruit and  
the results of which are very much evident for  all to see.   
 
Our beloved  organization also brings together different  
generations of Telugu physicians,  so we can lean and grow  
from each other’s experiences, expertise, and perspectives to 
take the  torch forward. 
 
We all had great time at AAPI Atlanta  Convention in 2019 
(prior to the  pandemic) at the  inauguration of Dr. Suresh  
Reddy as  President of AAPI 2019-20 and now  followed by  
Drs. Sudhakar Jonnalagadda (2020-21) and   
Anupama Gotimukula (2021-22) in the  coming years.  
 
I especially want to thank all our esteemed  members  for  their 
advice, constant encouragement and unconditional support  
enabling my election as vice president of AAPI now. Thank you  
from the  bottom of my heart. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ravi Kolli, MD 
Past President, ATMGUSA  
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AAPI NEWS: 
Congratulations to ATMGUSA members who won in 

last AAPI elections:  

Vice President Ravi Kolli, MD 

Treasurer Satheesh Kathula, MD 

Regional Directors: 

Sunil Kaza, MD 

Sujit Punnam, MD and  

BOT Members: 

Raghu Lolabhattu, MD and  

Vishweswar Ranga, MD.   
  
Other members on the current AAPI  board include: 
President Sudhakar Jonnalgadda, MD 
President elect Anupama Gotimukula,MD and 
Past President Suresh Reddy, MD.  


